The degradation state identification is a key step of the condition based maintenance of hydraulic pump. In this paper, spatial information entropy (SIE) as a novel degradation feature of pump is proposed based on the study of permutation entropy (PE) algorithm. The fundamental principle of SIE is introduced and contrasted with PE. Different parameters used in the calculation of SIE are discussed and meaningful conclusion is gained. The results of simulation analysis not only checked the rationality of SIE but also demonstrated the availability and superiority of adopting SIE as the degradation feature. Based on simulation analysis, SIE and PE are united and used as degradation feature vector of pump. FCM algorithm is employed to diagnose the degradation state of pump. The analysis results of practical signal testified the rationality and availability of the proposed method.
Introduction
As the heart of hydraulic system, the condition of hydraulic pump is important to the whole system. For the heavy load and complex working condition, pump is also the unit that usually fails in function [1] . As the failure will result in high industrial cost or even disaster, considerable attention has been paid to the condition monitoring and fault diagnosis of pump for a long time [2] . But most of the researches concentrate on the fault recognition and fault location [1, 3] . Researches on the degradation state identification of pump are rarely reported [4] . The method based on vibration signal analysis is extensively used for pump because of the advantages of fitness and validity [3] .
With the development of maintenance theory and relative technologies, condition based maintenance is getting more and more attention [5] [6] [7] . A lot of work has been done about degradation state identification (DSI) as it is the fundament of condition based maintenance [8] [9] [10] [11] . DSI has two important steps: one is extracting appropriate features which can reflect comprehensive degradation degree from the raw vibration signal; the other is building an effective intelligent model which is used to assess the state of equipment [12] . Proper feature extraction is the key step of DSI as it affects the precision of final state identification. Feature extraction is the process of converting original data into relevant information of the equipment. Traditional features contain three categories: time domain, frequency domain, and time-frequency domain. They are sensitive for fault identification and are widely used in the fault diagnosis of mechanical equipment [13] . However, they also have defects; for example, their stability is not good enough; as a result, they cannot indicate the fault degree of equipment [14] . As the vibration signal displays strong nonlinear feature when the machinery is broken-down [15] , a lot of nonlinear methods are applied to the vibration signal processing with the development of nonlinear theory, such as fractal dimension, approximate entropy, and sample entropy [16, 17] . Permutation entropy (PE) was proposed by Bandt et al. [18, 19] as a complexity indicator of time series. For its advantages of clear concept and simple calculation, it is widely used in the mutation detection of electroencephalogram, heart interbeat signal, and geomagnetic storms as well as mechanical signal [20] [21] [22] [23] . From the researches mentioned above, it can be concluded that the research of degradation feature extraction acquired great progress in recent years.
In this paper, the degradation state identification of pump which reflects the relationship between its fault degree and the degradation features is researched. And PE is used as the degradation feature of it. Based on the study of PE algorithm, we found that it only explored the sorting relationship of the elements in certain refactoring component on account of their value [18] . The spatial location information of each element in the original time series is not considered. In order to reveal the distribution information of refactoring component's elements in the original time series, the spatial information entropy (SIE) is put forward. And it is used as another degradation feature of pump. The relationship between degradation feature and fault degrees is nonlinear; therefore, the nonlinear model should be founded in order to obtain better result [4] . Furthermore, the fuzzy recognition method should be selected because the degradation process of pump is gradual and the description of its fault degree by degradation features is fuzzy and uncertain. The methods such as rough set theory, D-S evidence theory, and fuzzy set theory are widely used in the fuzzy system analysis and fuzzy information processing; their validity and superiority are demonstrated. However, they also have the shortage of requiring large amount prior knowledge and experiences [24] . Fuzzy C-means (FCM) clustering is a traditional but excellent algorithm for pattern recognition, with some advantages such as being simple, intuitive, and explicable [8] . In addition, FCM clustering transforms clustering into the nonlinear programming with constraints; therefore, just small amount training sample is needed in the clustering process and high precision ratio also can be obtained. It is widely used in fault diagnosis, image processing, and also other fields. In this paper, FCM is used to identify the degradation states of pump.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the basic theory of PE is simply introduced. The proposed SIE scheme is detailed at first in Section 3, and the selection of its parameters is analyzed, based on which both PE and SIE are used to analyze the degradation simulation signal of pump, and the excellent performance of SIE is checked. In Section 4, the FCM clustering algorithm and the degradation state identification strategy are introduced. Section 5 introduces the pump degradation state experiment at first, and then the collected vibration signals are employed to evaluate the proposed method. Our conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
Permutation Entropy
Permutation entropy (PE) represents a new way to assess the complexity of nonlinear time series. PE has some advantages as compared to other entropy measures, since it is an ordinal measure. Indeed, PE decomposes the time series into a series of ordinal patterns describing the order relations between the present and a fixed number of equidistant past values at a given time. The mathematical theorem of permutation entropy was described in detail in [18, 19] . The PE of a time series { ( ), = 1, 2, 3, . . . , } can be calculated as follows [18] .
(1) Reconstruct the time series and its phase space can be obtained as follows:
where is embedded dimension and is delay time, = 1, 2, . . . , , = − ( − 1) . Each row of the reconstructed matrix is a refactoring component.
(2) Extract the rank numbers of elements and name them as their labels.
(3) Arrange real values contained in refactoring component in increasing order.
(4) A symbol series can be obtained by using the labels instead of their real values.
(5) Extract the symbol series of all refactoring components by steps (1) (2) (3) (4) . Then, count the number of each existing symbol series and calculate their probability.
(6) If the probability are denoted by 1 , 2 , . . . , , ∑ =1 = 1, the PE of this time series can be defined as
As each refactoring component contains elements, the largest number of symbol series is !. The maximum value of can be obtained as ln( !) when all the symbol series have the same probability distribution = 1/ !. Therefore, the PE can be normalized with
The value of represents the randomness and complexity of the time series { ( ), = 1, 2, 3, . . . , }, and it also describes local order structure of the time series. The smallest possible value of is zero, which means that the time series is very regular [18] . The largest possible value of is 1, which can be realized when all symbol series have equal probability. When the pump has certain fault, the more serious the fault is, the more regular the components will exist in its vibration signal, which results in smaller randomness and lower complexity of the signal and also smaller PE of it. On the contrary, when the pump is normal, the randomness, complexity, and also PE of its signal reach their maximum. Therefore, PE can be used as degradation feature of pump to indicate its fault degree.
Spatial Information Entropy
PE can sensitively reflect the variation of the randomness and complexity of time series, so it is usually used to indicate the system dynamics mutations [18] . As it adopts the sorting variation of elements in certain refactoring component to reflect the dynamics variation of the time series [19] , the spatial location information of each element in the original time series is not considered. When the time series varies, the spatial location information of each element is sure to change; in order to reflect this change, the spatial information entropy is proposed; the feasibility and availability of using it to indicate the dynamics variation of time series are also analyzed in this section.
3.1.
Principle. SIE of time series { ( ), = 1, 2, 3, . . . , } can be calculated with the following steps.
(1) Find the maximum value max( ) and the minimum value min( ) of the time series, and divide the time series into regions, which are denoted by (1), (2), . . . , ( ). (4) is validity, the conclusion of ∈ ( ), = 1, 2, . . . , , and also = can be gained:
The spatial symbol series [ 1 , 2 , . . . , ] of refactoring component [ ( ), ( + ), . . . , ( + ( − 1) )] can be gained by using the region labels to take place of real elements. The spatial symbol series of other refactoring components can be extracted in the same way. There are regions that each element may belong to, so the maximum number of spatial symbol series is .
(4) Assuming ( ≤ ) categories spatial symbol series are obtained, the number of every category spatial symbol series is counted; then, the probabilities of them are calculated and denoted by 1 , 2 , . . . , , ∑ =1 = 1, based on which the SIE of the time series can be defined as the form of Shannon entropy with the following:
The maximum value of is ln( ) on condition that all the spatial symbol series have the same probability as 1/ . Therefore, can be normalized with
The value of reflects the randomness and complexity of time series { ( ), = 1, 2, 3, . . . , }; the smaller value indicates the smaller randomness and the lower complexity of the time series. On the contrary, the larger is, the more irregular the time series is. From the principle of SIE, we can conclude that it explores the distribution information of refactoring component's elements in the original time series and adopts their spatial distribution variation to reflect the dynamics variation of the time series. It is obvious that on basis of ≥ the possible categories of spatial symbol series are significantly greater than ! which are the possible categories of PE symbol series. Therefore, SIE should be able to reflect the dynamics variation of time series more excellently in detail than PE.
Parameters Selection.
From the principle of SIE, it is clear that three parameters need to be considered and selected in the calculation of SIE, which are partition number , embedding dimension , and delay time . In this section, their influence is analyzed as to offer reference for the selection of them. In the research, the following simulation signal is designed to imitate the vibration signal of failure pump [25] :
is ( ) = −60 1 sin (540 ) ,
There are two shocking components is ( ) and fs ( ) in the simulation signal, where is ( ) denotes the inherent shocking component of pump and fs ( ) denotes the shocking component generated by the fault of pump. The waveform of shocking components is shown in Figure 2 .
( ) denotes the noise in the signal, and its Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) is −3 dB. The sampling frequency is 1024 Hz and sampling number is 2048. Figure 3 shows the time domain and frequency spectrum waveforms of ( ).
In order to analyze the influence of the three parameters, set the ranges of them as ∈ [2, 3, . . . and ∈ [1, 2 . . . , 10] (in order to avoid data overflow, the range of is 2-8 when = 7). Calculate the SIE of ( ) with all possible parameters combinations ( , , ). Figure 4 shows the results of parameters combination ( , 1, ) which means = 1 and and take all the values of their ranges. It can be seen that the values of SIE are different when is changing; when is determined, the value of SIE is invariant no matter what the value of is. When taking other parameters combinations, the SIEs are, respectively, calculated and analyzed; the following is the obtained conclusion: when ≥ − 1, the variation of has little influence on SIE, if not, SIE changes greatly along with the variation of . Figure 5 is the waveforms of SIEs when = 7. It is obvious that when < 6, SIE changes greatly as the variation of ; otherwise, SIE is stable though is changing. The case is the same when is 2-6, respectively; limited by space, the results of other parameters combinations are not shown here.
Ten SIEs can be obtained when and are determined as has ten different values. Variance of the ten SIEs is calculated to reflect the stability of the SIEs with certain ( , ). All the SIE variances with possible ( , ) are calculated and shown in Table 1 . The results demonstrate that has little influence on SIE when ≥ − 1. Therefore, we take ≥ as the principle for the selection of and , based on which can be randomly selected and we select = 3. Based on the research above, the mutation detection ability of SIE with different parameters combinations ( , ) is analyzed so as to find the rule for the selection of and . ( ) defined in formula (11) is used as normal signal and ( ) in formula (8) as the failure one. It is obvious that ( ) is the sum of ( ) and fs ( ). The addition of fs ( ) inevitably results in the dynamics variation of the signal and also its randomness and complexity. Therefore, SIEs of ( ) and ( ) with the same parameters combination are surely different. With certain parameters combination ( , ), the SIEs of the two signals are calculated; then, the -value of them is calculated and treated as the indicator of SIE's mutation detection ability of corresponding parameter combination. In order to reveal the randomness and complexity variation generated by the addition of fs ( ), we add no noise to the two signals; that is, ( ) = 0. In the research, the region of is 1-7; the value of is selected based on the following principle: if = 1, the region of is 2-8; if is in the scope 2-7, the region of is -8. Calculate the SIEs of signals ( ) and ( ) with determine parameters combination ( , ); name Table 2 :
By analyzing the -values in Table 2 , the following conclusions are gained. All the -values are negative when ≥ 3; it illustrates that the addition of fs ( ) results in the increase of regular component and also the decrease of the signal's complexity. However, the -values have both positive value and negative value when < 3; the reason is analyzed and concluded as if the chosen value is too small (1 or 2) the method does not work very well; indeed, when is small, the number of spatial symbol series is small too, so that it is not possible to accurately reflect the dynamic variation. Therefore, ≥ 3 is one principle for the selection of embedding dimension. In addition, the increase of will result in immense increase of operation and computation time, as in the following cases: when parameters combination is (5, 4, 3) , the computation time of SIE is 0.253 s; when parameters combination is (8, 5, 3) , the time is 42.076 s; and when it is (8, 7, 3), 3010.276 s is used (the operation platform is Matlab 7.11.0 (R2010b); main configuration of the computer is i5-2400 CPU @ 3.1 GHz and 4 G Memory). So, too large value is inadvisable for . Furthermore, the absolute -value does not increase with the increase of and . So, the preferable region of and is 3-8. The parameters combination (5, 4, 3) is selected and used in the following research as the excellent mutation detection ability and the approving operation speed.
Simulation Signal Analyzing.
In this section, a simulation signal used to imitate the fault degradation of pump is designed. The SIE and PE of the simulation signal are extracted; their performance of describing the fault degradation process is checked. The expression of simulation signal is as below:
where 0.1 2 fs ( ) stands for the fault component and its amplitude 0.1 2 is used to represent the degradation degree of pump and the other parameters are the same as ( ). The sampling frequency is 1024 Hz and sampling number is 20480. The data is divided into ten pieces; each piece has 2048 sampling points, and the ten pieces' data are employed to imitate the degradation stages of pump as the fault degree deepens. In order to analyze the influence of noise, different intensity noise is added to the signal; the SNRs of it is 2 dB, 1 dB, −1 dB, −2 dB, −3 dB, and no noise, respectively; Figure 6 is the time domain waveform of it and SNR of it is −1 dB.
Firstly, the signal without noise is analyzed. SIEs of the ten pieces' data are calculated and shown in Figure 7 . In order to reveal the degradation indication ability of SIE, the PEs of them are also calculated. Based on the experience of [22] , = 4 and = 3 are selected as the parameters of PE, and the result is shown in Figure 8 . SIEs and PEs of the simulation signal with noise are also calculated and shown in Figures 7 and 8 , respectively.
The two figures reflect the degradation indication ability of SIE and PE; from them, we can conclude that both of the indicators present clear descend trend as the fault degradation, which illustrates the reduction of signal's randomness and complexity. The situation fits the principle that the degradation of certain fault results in the increase of regular component and then the decrease of signal's complexity. It is also clear that the decrease scope of SIE is larger than the one of PE no matter what the noise background is. The phenomenon reflects the better fault degradation description ability of SIE. In addition, when the noise intensity is low, the descend trend of both of the indicators is stable. However, when the noise is intense, the two indicators increase at first and then decrease. The reason is analyzed and concluded as at the fault initial stage the fault degradation increases the randomness and complexity of the signal for the intense noise; when the fault develops to a certain degree, the regular component is dominant and the continuous degradation will lead to the decrease of randomness and complexity of the signal.
The following conclusions can be gained based on the above analysis. Both SIE and PE can indicate the fault degradation preferably and SIE has better performance. The noise will weaken the performance of the two indicators when they are describing the degradation trend of faint fault. 
Degradation State Identification Strategy of Hydraulic Pump
There are two steps in the DSI of hydraulic pump; one is the degradation feature extraction and the other is the state identification. SIE and PE are used as degradation features and FCM clustering algorithm is used to identify the degradation state of pump.
Fuzzy -Means
Algorithm. FCM clustering algorithm is an unsupervised dynamic clustering method, which dims the traditional division definition and adopts membership degree to realize the clustering. Considering a sample set { 1 , 2 , . . . , }, ∈ , which is required to be divided into categories. The aim of FCM clustering algorithm is obtaining each category's clustering center by minimizing the weighted sum of inner-cluster square errors. The steps of FCM clustering are as follows [8] .
(1) Firstly, the vibration signals are analyzed and then the training feature set TS and the testing feature set CS are extracted.
(2) The following parameters are used in the FCM clustering: (2 ≤ ≤ , is the sample number) is the categories number. is the iteration stop threshold. And is the smoothing parameter, which controls the sharing degree.
(0) is the initial division matrix.
(0) is the initial clustering center. The above parameters should be initialized and the iteration counter is = 0.
(3) Based on the training feature set TS, the division matrix ( ) can be updated with
where is the membership degree of sample ( = 1, 2, . . . , ) that belongs to category ( = 1, 2, . . . , ) and its requirements are
represents the distance between and clustering center , which is often measured in Euclidean space:
(4) The clustering center can be updated with
(5) If ‖ ( ) − ( +1) ‖ < , the iteration stops. Otherwise, let = +1 and turn to step (2). Through iterative optimization, the division matrix and clustering center matrix can be obtained.
(6) Then, the testing feature set CS is used to realize the state identification.
Strategy.
The DSI is shown in Figure 9 . Training samples are de-noised at first. Then, SIE and PE of them are extracted and the degradation feature vectors are united with them. The FCM model is trained with training feature vectors and the clustering centers of each degradation state are gained. Test samples are preprocessed and the test feature vectors are gained. Finally, the degradation state is identified and the availability of the proposed method is demonstrated.
Experiment Validation

Experiment Rig.
The practical vibration signals of pump are collected from the test bench [25] which is shown in Figure 10 . The type of pump is SY-10MCY14-1EL. The driving motor's type is Y132M-4 and its rated speed is 1480 r/min. The piezoelectric acceleration sensor of type CA-YD-139 is selected and rigidly connected to the pump's end cover. We adopt dynamic signal test and analysis system of type DH-5920 to collect the vibration signal. Loose boot and sliding boot wear are the typical fault patterns of pump; therefore, the vibration signal of pump failure with single loose boot or single sliding boot wear is analyzed in this paper. In order to obtain more real vibration signal, the failure plungers abandoned in the examination of equipment are used to replace the normal one. Five loose boot plungers with different degree and four sliding boot wear plungers with different degree are selected; parts of the plungers are shown in Figure 11 . In order to determine the fault degree of loose boot, the loose degree is defined as the largest radial shift distance between the boot and the plunger. Vernier caliper is used to measure the loose degree, and the result is 0.12 mm, 0.18 mm, 0.3 mm, 0.42 mm, and 0.64 mm. In the same way, the wearing degree is defined as the increment of boot's edge diameter. Because the sliding boot wearing will result in the increase of boot's edge diameter, the wearing degree is used to determine the fault degree of sliding boot wear. The wearing degrees of the four plungers are 0.1 mm, 0.16 mm, 0.26 mm, and 0.48 mm, respectively. In addition, the normal state is considered as the special case of fault state. Two hundred groups' data are collected for each state, and each group has 2048 sampling points; the sampling frequency is 50 KHz and sampling interval is 30 s. The pressure of the main relief valve is 10 MPa and the motor speed is its rated speed. Parts of the collected vibration signals are shown in Figure 12 .
Extraction of Degradation Feature.
As the noise influences the performance of SIE and PE, it is necessary to filter noise before extracting SIE and PE; in this paper, the CNC de-noising method proposed in [25] is used to preprocessing the collected vibration signals. In order to check the real fault degradation indication ability of SIE and PE, ten samples of each state are randomly selected; then, SIE and PE of them are calculated and shown in Figures 13 and 14 .
It can be seen that SIE and PE of normal samples are the largest, which illustrates the randomness and complexity of normal signal are the largest. Along with the degradation of fault, no matter which fault pattern, both SIE and PE decrease obviously; the phenomenon illustrates that the degradation of certain fault leads to the increase of regular component then the decrease of randomness and complexity of signal. For the same fault, the SIE -value between different degradation states is larger than the one of PE; the result reflects the better performance of SIE. For sliding boot wear samples, both SIE and PE distinguish the degradation states clearly. With regard to loose boot samples, SIE also shows satisfactory performance; however, several PEs of normal samples are smaller than the one of corresponding fault samples; the case illustrates that SIE is more excellent than PE when the fault is faint.
Identification of Degradation State.
In this section, the degradation state of pump is identified with FCM clustering algorithm. The selection of smoothing parameter is important as it regulates the sharing degree of different degradation states; inappropriate will affect the result. As to obtain suitable , numerous trials are carried out on the degradation samples of pump; the relationship between and correct clustering ratio is shown in Figure 15 . The correct clustering ratio reaches its maximum when = 3. The following are the training of FCM clustering model and the identification of degradation state when = 3. With consideration of sliding boot wear fault, the training set contains 250 samples which are randomly selected from the sample sets of 5 fault degrees, 50 groups in each set. And another 250 groups are selected as test set in the same way. The SIE and PE of training samples are calculated and a 250×2 training feature set TS is obtained. Then, the FCM model is trained with TS ; the clustering number is 5. Clustering center matrix and division matrix are obtained, and is shown in Table 3 .
Calculate the SIE and PE of test set, and the test feature set CS is obtained. The division matrix of test set is calculated based on and CS . The degradation state is identified based on the membership degree. The division matrix of normal samples is shown in Table 4 ; all of the 50 samples are correctly diagnosed as normal state based on the principle of maximum membership degree. The samples of other four degradation states are also used to check the FCM model and the right ratio is also 100%. The identification result is shown in Figure 16 . With consideration of the loose boot fault, the training feature set TS and test feature set CS are extracted in the same way. The FCM clustering model is trained with TS , and the clustering centers are obtained and shown in Table 5 .
The degradation states are identified based on and CS , and the result is shown in Table 6 and Figure 17 . The total identification ratio is 97.67%.
The practical analysis demonstrates not only the rationality of SIE but also its effectiveness and superiority of using as the degradation feature of pump. In addition, the rationality and effectiveness of adopting FCM clustering algorithm to identify the degradation states of pump are proved.
Conclusions
This paper addresses pump degradation identification with the aim of avoiding unexpected failure of it which will result Mathematical Problems in Engineering in loss of production time. PE is studied and regarded as the degradation feature of pump. In order to reflect the dynamics variation of pump's vibration signal more excellently in detail, SIE is proposed. Different parameters which affect its performance have been discussed, and it has been concluded that embedding dimension should be in the range of 3-8 and partition number should be equal or greater than embedding dimension, based on which delay time can be randomly selected in the range of 1-10. The simulation analysis results reveal the excellent performance of SIE. Both SIE and PE are used as the degradation features of pump, and FCM clustering algorithm is adopted to identify the degradation states. Experimental research on vibration signals of pump has found that both SIE and PE could effectively indicate the dynamic change of them. The degradation state identification result proved the rationality and effectiveness of proposed method.
